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ABSTRACT
A new handwriting model is proposed for simulating complex handwriting variation in obedience to individual handwriting tendencies. Individual handwriting
t,endency is represented as a set of deformation rules
each of which deforms one structure of pen movements.
Characters are represented as hierarchical descriptions
of pen movements, so that deformation rules for various types of pen movements structure can be easily and
uniformly applied to characters. Several writers' handwriting of Kanji characters have been simulated using
this model and the experimental results demonstrate
t.he capability of this model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Handwritten characters exhibit a great deal of deformation from archetypical characters. The handwriting
variability has been investigated in order to improve the
recognition methods of handwritten characters [I].
A lot of models of handwriting processes have been
proposed from biomechanical and/or neuropsychological points of view [2]. The relations between handwriting variability and, nervous or physical system, have
been analyzed using these models [3].
Kuklinski and Ward enumerated the factors having influences on handwriting variability and formulated
"dimensions" of handwriting variability, for example,
variability of stroke order and variability of corner style
[4, 51. They represented total handwriting variability as
a combination of several "dimensions".
Ishii and Kondo et.al. practically generated variations of characters by adding divergences t o archetypical
pen nlovenlents [6, 71.
While all these studies have aimed to totally cover
handwriting variability, Naito et.al. gave attention t o
the individuality of handwriting variability. They verified that variations of individual handwritten characters exhibit particular tendencies and that the tendencies are fairly stable [9]. They also developed a personal
recognizer which recognizes handwritten characters using individual handwriting model. Since the individual
motlel is defined respectively for each category, the indivitlr~al'shandwritten characters for each category are
required to constrr~ctthe model.
However, individual handwriting variation is mixture of primitive variations which are common to all
characters and relevant to basic pen movements; for example, rounding of corners and slanting to right. The individrlal handwriting tendency can be efficiently defined

independently of each category by using those primitive
variations.
This paper proposes a new handwriting model which
compactly represents individual handwriting tendency.
In this model, individual handwriting variation is r e p
resented as a combination of primitive variations. Each
primitive variation is represented in terms of a conditionaction rule which deforms pen movements satisfying the
condition-part by means of the action-part. A character is represented as a hierarchical description of pen
movements in order to be easily referred t o by the rules.
Individual handwriting for a character is simulated by
applying the individual rules set to archetypical pen
movements in drawing the character. Some experimental results on the simulation demonstrate the capability
of this model.

2. PRIMITIVE HANDWRITING VARIATIONS
Individual handwriting variation tends to be the n i x ture of various kinds of primitive handwriting variations. in this section, we clarify these primitive handwriting variations. They are classified into the following
three categories.

2.1 Arbitrary variations
Inaccurate factors of human physical motion cause
errors in length and direction of pen movements.
arbitrary length of pen movements
All pen movements vary their lengths arbit,rarilg.
arbitrary direction of pen movements
All pen movements except for sharply turning corners arbitrarily miss the directions relative to the previous pen movement's direction.
arbitrary direction after sharply turning corner
Pen movements just after sharply turning corners
arbitrarily miss the absolute directions.

2.2 Habitual variations
People usually have handwriting habits, for example, someone writes a corner sharply and others roundly.
Here, we enumerate seventeen typical habitual variations with illustrations for each. Though these are picked
up from handwritten Kanji characters, these are conlmon to all kinds of characters. In the following illust rations, a solid line with an arrow indicating the direction
illustrates "a stroke" which is a continuous pen movements keeping pen down on a paper, while a dotted
line illustrates "a connective movement" which is a pen

movement keeping pen up above a paper between two
c o r ~ s e c ~ ~ t strokes.
ive
Left-hand figures show basic pen
~novementsand right-hand ones show pen movements
after tleformation.
contiecling collinear strokes
Several consecrltive strokes collinear each other are
written as one straight stroke.

earlier pen dorun
A slnall part of a cor~~lective
movement just l>elore
the following stroke becomes the part of the stroke.

later pen up
A small part of a connective movement just after the
previous stroke becomes the part of the stroke.

connecting parallel strokes
Several parallel strokes are written as one stroke.
rounding corner
Sharp corners within a stroke are rounded.
coilnecting adjacent strokes
When the end position of a stroke is very close t o the
start position of the following stroke, the two strokes are
written as one stroke.

straighterling crlrve
Curving parts of strokes are written straigl~t.

corliiecting loop strokes
A partial pen movelnents constructing a loop structure is written as one stroke.

vertical extension of whole pen ~rlovemeilts
Whole pen movements arc equally extended in the
vertical direction.

omitting retraced part
When the latter part of a stroke is retraced by the
following connective movement, the retraced part is omitted.

horizontal exteilsion of tuhole pen moveinerlts
Whole pen movements are equally extended in the
horizontal direction.

omitting retracing part
When a connective movement is retraced by the former part of the following stroke, the retracing part is
omitted.

oniiltiilg following connective movement
When a stroke is entirely retraced by the following
connective movement, the following connective movement is omitted by reversing the direction of the stroke.
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omiltii~gpreviorrs connective movement
When a connective movement is entirely retraced by
the following stroke, the connective movement is omitted 1,y reversing the direction of the stroke.

vertical slant of whole pen movements
Upper side of wllole pen movements are shifted to
right or left.

horizontal slant of whole pen movements
Rigl~tside of whole pen movements are shifted
down.

111) or

shrinking sf~rrotlnde(lpart
A partial pen movements surrounded with the other
pen n~ovementsis written in small size.

2.3 Intentional variations
Slight deformations of characters often carlse misreading. For example in Kanji characters, if the u p
per end of the n~iddlevertical stroke of " 81" went up

through the uppermost horizontal stroke, the character
would change into a different character " EB ". At such
a characteristic part, which discriminates the character
from the other characters, writer's intention in order t o
prevent fatal deformations causes variations peculiar to
the part. We call the variations "intentional variations".
keeping shape
When a pen movement forms a characteristic shape
of the character, arbitrary and/or habitual variations
for the pen movement are restricted. For example, the
right under stroke of " H" does not undergo the other
variations in order t o keep the difference from " J$ ".
keeping re la ti or^
When a pen movement forms a characteristic shape
of the character in combination with the former pen
movements, the current pen movement is intentionally
changed as it keeps the characteristic shape by referring
to the former trajectory. For example, in the character " ", the middle vertical stroke is deformed so as
to its t o p e n d comes to the middle of the uppermost
horizontal stroke which has been deformed.

For example, an archetypical pen movements in fig.1
is hierarchically described as shown in fig.2. A "root"
is a whole pen movements. Unit structures, such as
'hen" and "tsukur?' in Kanji characters, are the next
lower layer. We call elements of this layer 'Lcomponents". Each component is divided into three types of
"segmentsn- lines, arcs and corners. Such segments
construct the layer under the components layer. Line
and arc segments are equally separated into short "~rectors" which are elements of the lowest layer.
The description of each element is as shown in fig.3.
Segments and vectors have some attributes for geometrical information of pen movements. A line segment has
alength attribute, an arc segment has a length attribute
and a curvature attribute, a corner segment has a turning angle attribute and a vector has a length attribute
and a turning angle attribute. Moreover, all of them
have sign values specifying pen updown state. Only
corner segments have the absolute direction values after
turning.
When a character has characteristic shapes involving
int.entiona1 variations, constraints for keeping the shapes

3. HIERARCHICAL DESCRIPTION OF PEN
MOVEMENTS
As seen in the previous section, primitive handwriting variations are relevant to various types of pen movet n ~ n t s :some variations are concerning t o global structurcs in characters and the others are concerning to local pen movements. For coping with all variations, any
types of pen movements in a character should be easily
referred to. Therefore, in our system, hierarchical description of Pen movements is adopted for representing
a character.
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Fig.1. An archetypical pen movcments in drawing the
character l' Im " .
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Fig.2. A hierarchical description of pen movements in fig.1.

are added to the relevant segments in terms of constraint
attributes, as shown in fig.3. The type of a constraint
attribute is keep-shape or beep-relation. Moreover, a
keep-relation attribute has an argument specifying the
relation which should be kept.
LIZ
length : 22.5
pen-state : up
constraint : (keep-relation
((y end) > (y (middle LG))))

1

length : 26.8
curvature : +67.9
pen-state : down
constraint : nil

For an example of the rules for arbitrary variation,
the rule for "arbitrary length of pen movements" variation is given as follows.
IF
object is belonging to vector layer
T H E N arbitrarily change length of object

This action locally operates every vectors.
The rules for intentional variations are different from
ones for the other variations in the point that these condition parts refer to not the structure of the pen movements but the constraint attribute of them. The rule
for "keeping relation" variation is as follows.
IF

object is belonging to segment layer

& object has a keep-relalior~constraint attribute
c
2

turning angle : 4-138.3
direction after turning : 304.2
constraint : nil

Vl
length : 4.5
turning angle : $11.3
pen-state : down

Fig.3. T h e examples of internal descriptions of elements
constituting the hierarchical description in fig.2.

4. DEFORMATION RULES
In the description of a primitive handwriting variation in section 2, the partial pen movements before
a variation can be regarded as conditions under which
the variation arises. Then, the procedure which performs the changes corresponding to the variation under
the conditions can realize the primitive variation. Such
procedure is concisely described in terms of a conditionaction rule. A condition part is a description of partial
pen movements before the variation, and an action part
is a simple procedure changing the pen movements to
the situation after the variation. Once the rules operate to an archetypical pen movements, the changed pen
movements reveal the trajectory having been deformed.
For instance, the rule for "omitting retraced part"
variation belonging to habitual variations is as follows.
IF

object is belonging to segment layer

& object is line segment

& sign of object indicates pen-down state
& absolute value of following corner angle is about 180.
& object is longer than following line segment
T H E N shorten object by length of following line segment
and delete following corner and line segment
and add deleted corner angle to following angle

Condition parts of all rules are matched to all elements
of the hierarchical description and "object" means the
element which is now matched to the rule. The first
condition is always concerning to the choice of a layer,
so that the rests of the conditions are described using
the suitable layer of pen movements description. In this
case, the condition is that the object is a line part of a
stroke partly retraced by the following connective segment. Though actions are concisely described as the
action to the chosen layer, the changes caused by the
action in the layer actually lead the changes in the lower
layers. For example, "Shorten a line segment" appearing in the action of this case not only changes the description of the segment but also leads deletions of some
vectors constituting the shorten part.

T H E N change object as keeping relation
indicated by constraint's argument

When the object is the segment LI2 in fig.2., which has
the constraint attribute - "(keep-relation ((y end) >
(y (middle LB))))", "keeping relation rule" changes the
description of the segment Ll2 as its end comes to upper
than the segment LG.
Such deforming procedures of all rules have some
parameters for adjusting the deformation to a writer's
handwriting tendency; the probability that the deformation occurs under the satisfied condition, the quantity of the deformation and so on. For example, the
rule for "vertical slant of whole pen movements" has a
parameter 0 specifying the slanting angle as follows.
IF
object is a root
T H E N vertically slant object 8.

5. SIMULATION OF INDIVIDUAL HANDWRIT-

ING
An individual handwriting of a character is simulated by applying the individual deformation rules set
t.o an archetypical pen movements of the character. An
individual rules set is obtained by selecting deformation
rules and adjusting the parameters in the rules for the
individual. The deformation rules are applied to each element in the depth-first order at the hierarchical tree of
pen movements description; it means that the deformation proceeds in the stroke order and the global deformations precede local ones. Considering priority among
primitive handwriting variations, deformation rules are
applied t o each element in the following order: the rules
for intentional variations, the rules for habitual variations and the rules for arbitrary variations.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation of handwriting using the proposed model
has been experimented on for some writers. Fig.4 shows
real handwritten characters extracted from a report written by a writer "Y.Individual deformation rules set are
manually determined from the observation of the characters. For example, since large slant t o the right-upper
direction characterizes the handwriting of "A'","vertical slant rule" is selected for his rules set and a large
value is set for the parameter of the slanting angle. The
archetypical characters and the generated characters using our model are shown in fig.5. The generated charac-

ters most,ly look like real handwritten characters writt,en
by himself. Especially the connection of middle vertical
lines in the right-hand unit of the character " ff " well
reflects one of his handwriting tendencies. There are
a few differences from the real handwritten characters,
for example a difference is observed in the most right
stroke " 3 " of the character " R ". This is because
only general deformation rules are now adopted. Fig.6
shows the results obtained by applying the same indiv i d r ~ drules set for the other characters shown in fig.7.
The generated characters also look like real handwritten characters. This is demonstrating that individual
deformation rules set represents individual handwrit,ing
tendencies in common with all characters.
We show the simulation results for another writer
"I"' in fig.8. While his handwriting mostly reveals large
deformations in lengths and directions of pen movements, characteristic parts of the characters are maintained. The combination of arbitrary variations and intentional variations can represent this handwriting tendencies.
The generated characters for each writer have fairly
different shapes among themselves, but they are easily categorized according to writers. This demonstrates
that our model can keep individual tendencies while
simulating fairly large deformation.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new handwriting model which
easily simulates individual handwriting. The ha.ndwriting variation of a character are analyzed into primitive
handwriting variations which arise in basic pen movements. Then, individual handwriting tendencies are described by the mixture of individualized primitive handwriting variations. This description of individual hand-

Fig.4. "A"' 's real handwritten characters used for rules
selection.

(a)

writing tendencies is concise and independent on the
character categories. Pen movements in drawing characters were hierarchically described in order to he ea.sily
matched to various kinds of primitive variations.
The experimental results demonstrated tha.t. the proposed model can easily generat.e the 1iandwrit.t.en characters reflecting individual tendencies. This model can
generate a great number of templates of the individual
handwritten characters without the individual's burden,
which are useful to recognize handwritings. By comparing the simulated characters t o real h a n d w r i t t ~ ncharacters, unknown primitive handwriting variations can be
inferred. That helps analysis of handwriting variability.
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Fig.7. "A?' 's other real handwritten characters.
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Fig.5. (a) T h e archetypes of the characters used for
rules selection and (b) the characters generated using
S s dcformation rules set.
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Fig.6. (a) The archetypes of the other characters and
(b) the characters generated using the same rules set as
used in fig.5.

Fig.8. (a) " Y' 's real handwritten characters, (b) the
archetypes of the characters and (c) the characters generated using Y's deformation rules set.

